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Abstract. Recommendation systems (RS) have been used in many scenarios, from entertainment to health. Inside the RS area, Educational Recommendation Systems (ERS) are becoming popular, been used for different types of recommendations such as recommending materials, exercises, and learning paths. As ERS works in a different scenario of classics RS, ERS requires specific evaluation metrics. However, the task of evaluating ERS is difficult since the educational field has its features to be analyzed. To help other researchers in this field, this work presents a systematic mapping on methods used for evaluating ERS. This study analyzed 91 papers of the last five years and provide an overview of the main methodologies, subject, metrics, and trends in the evaluation of ERS.
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1. Introduction

Recommendation systems (RS) have been used in many scenarios, from entertainment [Andjelkovic et al. 2019] to health [Gyrard and Sheth 2020]. Such systems typically provide to the user a recommended list with items they might prefer or forecast how much they might prefer each item [Shani and Gunawardana 2011]. Therefore, RS aims to generate meaningful recommendations for a collection of users for items or products that are of interest to them [Melville and Sindhwani 2010].

Inside the RS area, Educational Recommendation Systems (ERS) are becoming popular [Dwivedi and Roshni 2017]. The RS used in the educational field is known as Enhanced Technological Learning (TEL). According to [Erdt et al. 2015], this term is used to describe a technological application in teaching and learning. The TEL approach has been used for different types of recommendations, such as recommending materials [De Medio et al. 2020, Machado et al. 2019], exercises [Lv et al. 2018], learning paths [Machado et al. 2020, Nabizadeh et al. 2020], partners for study groups [Khosrvifar et al. 2018], etc. For these works, classic techniques used in recommendation systems are used, such as content recommendation, collaborative filtering, and others.
ERS has different purposes compared to RS used in other scenarios, such as streaming videos, music, or e-commerce. While other systems intend to keep active user participation within the system to increase the number of views of the recommended items for purely commercial purposes, ERS should have pedagogical objectives, such as improving learning, personalizing teaching practices, reducing the information overload for teachers and students, or increasing student engagement to reduce anxiety, drop out rates, among other factors [Santos et al. 2014]. These characteristics, however, make the evaluation of ERS approaches require specific evaluation metrics once that educational field has its own features to be analyzed.

The task of evaluating ERS is difficult since the educational scenario: (i) does not have enough open datasets to do it; (ii) have many ways to evaluate the RS algorithm once exists a lot of metrics that can be used to this propose, such as accuracy and f-measure, making exhaustive to know the best one; (iii) have to measure if the recommendations were good to the users and if represent their needs; (iv) once all the above were solved, it is not easy to perform real tests with students or teachers and the results achieved with synthetic bases may not represent the needs in a real scenario [Peralta et al. 2018]. Therefore, the best evaluation of ERS will be a combination of the algorithms results, user behavior, dataset features, and a final application on a real case test to get user feedback/experience.

To help other researchers in this field, this work presents a systematic mapping of methods used for evaluating ERS. This study analyzed 91 papers of the last five years and provide an overview of the main methodologies, subject, metrics, and trends in the evaluation of ERS. The article is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the related works, comparing this work with other reviews. Section 3 describes the systematic mapping protocol. Section 4 presents a discussion of the results. Section 5 presents the concluding remarks and future works.

2. Related Work

Educational Recommendation Systems are a growing trend in technology today. Over the years, many articles have been published, constructing a deep and dense field of study. Therefore, attempts to review and map the literature have already been made, but these studies vary considerably concerning to the discussions on the evaluation of ERS approaches. In [Tarus et al. 2018], for instance, is presented a review of ontology-based ERS and is discussed the different techniques, knowledge representation, ontology type, and ontology representation that are used in literature. The authors mention that ontology can help improve the recommendation although it is difficult to evaluate ontology-based ERS due to a lack of a standard e-learning database. In [Truong 2016], is reviewed different strategies to integrate learning styles in ERS, and it is noticed that not all articles contain an evaluation section. Among those who did evaluate their approaches, some have used statistical evaluation tests based on pre-and post-test performance, time spent on the task, level of completeness, engagement, and cognitive loads level.

In [Yu et al. 2018, Cui et al. 2018], different recommendation models used in ERS are presented, comparing their advantages and disadvantages. Some common problems are mentioned, such as the difficulty of offering recommendations to new users or low levels of personalization. In [Yu et al. 2018], the authors stated that the presented works use conventional recommendation techniques, without addressing the specificities of the
area of education. However, the evaluation process used in those papers is not considered in the review. In [Cui et al. 2018], the authors discuss the difficulty of effectively evaluating recommendation systems, but they are limited to the conventional metrics, such as accuracy and diversity, and did not consider specific characteristics of the educational area. Besides, several questions about ERS applications were analyzed in [Rivera et al. 2018], such as educational areas covered, approaches used to generate recommendations, and which platform is used. The evaluation method was also investigated, describing whether they used surveys, case studies, or experiments. The authors concluded that most of the papers did not present any kind of evaluation. Of the works that presented some evaluation, the use of experiment technique was the most common kind. Also, they highlight the lack of data considering different learner profiles and personal characteristics.

Finally, the evaluation of ERS approaches was the main topic in the following works: [Erdt et al. 2015, Drachsler et al. 2015]. In [Erdt et al. 2015], the authors present a survey on ERS and describe the most common evaluation methods used. This study defines three methodologies that are used for evaluating ERS approaches: Offline Experiment (or dataset driven evaluation), User Study (or user experiment), and Real Life Testing which is also called Online Evaluation. Several effects measured by the evaluations were considered in order to classify the reviewed works. The authors conclude the need for evolving evaluation methods, the need for more explicit discussion on how the evaluation is done, and the difficulty of comparing work in the area due to the fact that there is no standardization of evaluation methods. In [Drachsler et al. 2015], the need to standardize the evaluation of ERS is also highlighted, besides the review, a framework for ERS evaluation is also proposed in an attempt to satisfy that demand.

In this paper, we present a systematic mapping of the evaluation methods used in ERS literature in the last five years. This mapping is an update of the last work [Erdt et al. 2015] in this topic, which collected papers until 2014. We show that there has been a significant increase in new research since then, and we analyze how the ERS evaluation methods have changed over these years.

3. Mapping Protocol

This mapping follows from the procedures proposed by [Erdt et al. 2015] and the following research questions were defined: (Q1) What is the most common type of evaluation methodology used?; (Q2) Who is the subject of evaluation?; (Q3) What are the effects measured by evaluation of ERS?

This review sought to answer these questions based on evidence and the construction of a well-designed search string. The scope of the review is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population (P)</th>
<th>Articles based on education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention (I)</td>
<td>Recommendation Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison (C)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome (O)</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Scope of the current research defined using PICO.
Finally, we defined the search string as follows and it was used in the Scopus repository:

(“education” OR "web-based learning" OR "learning system" OR "educational" OR "learning environment" OR "course" OR "mooc" OR "Massive Open Online Course" OR "intelligent tutoring system") AND ("recommender system" OR "recommendation system" OR "recommendation approach" OR "recommendation tool" OR "recommendation framework") AND ("experimentation" OR "evaluating" OR "evaluation" OR "accuracy" OR "metrics" OR "experiment" OR "results")

The search string is a Boolean expression concatenating with an AND statement the three main concepts from Table 1. Synonyms and alternative spellings were added with an OR statement. The result set was limited to articles published after 2014.

To include only studies relevant to the scope defined, we list the exclusion criteria: (EC1) Articles that do not present an ERS algorithm or tool for TEL (Technology Enhanced Learning); (EC2) Articles that do not contain an evaluation section; (EC3) Articles that do not present a learning material recommendation approach, such as course recommendation or grade prediction; (EC4) Article not written in English; (EC5) Grey literature; (EC6) Articles that full text is not available.

The survey conducted on October 31, 2019, returned 1116 articles. Based on this result, a first reading of the titles and abstracts was carried out. After this refinement, get 235 articles that were read in detail. In the end, 91 articles were included in the mapping. The number of articles excluded in each criterion is EC1: 52; EC2: 26; EC3: 61; EC4: 2; EC5: 2; EC6:1; to guarantee the quality of the mapping, the excluded articles were peer-reviewed. The full accept articles list can be found here.

4. Results
The 91 selected articles were categorized according to the classification criteria explained in Section 3. The results of the survey are presented and discussed in the following sections.

4.1. Evaluation Methodologies and Subject of Evaluation
Evaluation methodologies applied for the evaluation of the recommender systems can be classified into three categories:

1. Offline Experiment: use datasets consisting of user interactions to evaluate recommender systems. Two types of datasets are used: Historical datasets consisting of real interactions of actual users in a real system over some time. The second type are synthetically constructed datasets normally used to test how recommender algorithms perform in constructed scenarios and under specified conditions [Erdt et al. 2015].
2. User Study: used to find out how a recommender system influences the user’s experience, perception, and interactions with a system [Knijnenburg 2012].

1https://www.scopus.com
2https://github.com/lapic-ufjf/ERS-systematic-mapping
3. **Real Life Testing**: real users using the system under normal conditions for a long period.

In the evaluations of recommendation systems, two types of evaluation subjects are used:

1. **Recommender Algorithm**: the evaluation is based on how well algorithms predict or rank recommendations [Erdt et al. 2015].
2. **Recommender System**: the focus is on the entire recommendation system, including aspects such as user interface or system usage [Erdt et al. 2015].

Figure 1a presents an overview of the 91 articles classified according to the evaluation methodology: offline experiments (48), user studies (38), real-life testing (25), and no evaluation (30) distributed over the last five years. The map shows that the ERS evaluation has become increasingly important over the years: 2015 (20), 2016 (13), 2017 (19), 2018 (25), and 2019 (14), having in 2018 the maximum number of publications with evaluation. The distribution of the evaluation methods has remained relatively stable over the last five years with 34.04% offline experiments, 26.95% user studies, 17.73% real life testing, and 21.28% no evaluation. Offline experiments predominate over the years since many works are published with results of prototypes evaluations using simulations on historic and synthetic data. That is, few studies evolve to evaluate properly the effects of recommendations on user learning and satisfaction.

On the other hand, some researchers have improved their evaluation by combining other methods with offline experiments, for instance, offline experiment and user study, offline experiment, and real life testing, user study and real life testing. 35 articles used only offline experiments and 13 articles used offline experiments together with others.

Distribution of the subject of evaluation across evaluation methodologies is shown in Figure 1b. Offline experiments are used mainly to evaluate recommendation algorithms (72%) because the algorithms can be evaluated with a low effort [Erdt et al. 2015]. There is a tendency towards an increase in the number of studies that use User Study Methodology to evaluate the recommender algorithm (61%). The recommender system is normally the focus of the evaluation (57%) in real life testing, because there is a better comprehension of how the system should properly work.

Figure 1. Evaluation Methodologies and Subject of Evaluation

In [Erdt et al. 2015], the authors state that the average of the number of participants in User Studies is 53, but the median is only 24, and few studies have a large number of
participants. In our review, the average is 71 and the median is 37, then we can see that researchers are carrying out experiments with a larger number of participants on average. User Study methodology uses techniques to obtain information about user behavior and feedback. The most common is a questionnaire where users answer about their perceived value of the system, 21 works present questionnaires, 11 works used pre-tests and post-tests to discover the influence of the ERS in the learning. Other techniques involve Experts Opinions, User Observation, which appeared four times, and Interviews, which were used in only two publications.

The number of participants is one of the main differences between User Studies and Real Life Tests. Real Life Tests have a median of 102 participants and a mean of 902 participants across the works. Figure 2 shows the number of participants distribution in User Studies and Real Life Tests methodologies over the years (using a log scale). An exclusive characteristic of Real Life Tests is the long test period which ranges from 10 to 1640 days, with an average of 265 and a median of 278 days. Although ERS is a prolific area of study with new approaches every year, it is worth noting how many approaches are evaluated using a small group of participants. Sample calculation, significance analysis, and other basic statistical tools are rarely used in most works. Moreover, few authors make the dataset available for further research. Thus, it is challenging to compare and identify novel valuable contributions in ERS literature.

![Figure 2. Number of participants in user studies and real life tests per year](image)

4.2. Effects Measured

The unique requirements of ERS demand authors to measure specific effects on the recommendation process evaluation. These effects were assembled in [Erdt et al. 2015] and used in the classification of our survey. Each methodology described in section 4.1 tends to measure an effect. The occurrence of the effects in each methodology is presented in Figure 3b. The [Erdt et al. 2015] review presented an increase in the variety of effects measured throughout the years. In Figure 3a is shown that the measured effects are stable over the years, indicating a point of maturity in the literature on evaluation of ERS.

To estimate the efficiency of the recommender system, Accuracy is the most assessed effect. It includes metrics to measure the relevance and exactness of the recommender system, such as precision, error rate, recall, Top-N, Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). Researchers are always concerned with the accuracy of their work, which makes it widely used regardless of the methodology. Another effect related is the Efficiency, which is the time spent by a recommender system to produce the recommendations or the time taken for the user to notice the recommendation, defined as Prediction Speed. Response time and execution time are metrics used to measure this effect, which is easier to measure in Offline Experiments.

The objective of any recommender system is to fulfill the user’s needs, then User-Centric effects are often presented in the literature. The user’s perceived value of the recommendations and user’s comfort within the system is measured as User Satisfaction, which is the second most measured effect in our review. Authors usually use questionnaires with Likert Scales to obtain user feedback. Few authors have used advanced methods as ResQue [Pu et al. 2011]. Some works present statistical evaluation with user’s answers applying Anova and Tukey tests. The helpfulness provided by the recommender system in intention to support the user’s task is labeled as Task Support. This influence can be measured using A/B tests, that is, comparing groups of learners who used the system with those who did not, and, then, analyzing which group performs a task better. A minority of works presented an analysis of this effect, perhaps because this kind of evaluation is more costly.

Measuring how the recommendation process affect user learning is a requirement of a reasonable ERS evaluation. In current researches, Effects on Learning metrics are more regularly presented than in the past. Learning Motivation estimate how much the Recommender System influence the Learner engagement. Real Life Tests evaluations cover more often this effect, because of the difficulty of measuring motivation in the short periods of user studies. The perceived success of learning using the recommender system and improvements in the learning is covered by Learning Performance where it is mainly evaluated by the improvement in the performance of learners after they received recommendations. The main techniques are applying exams, questionnaires, challenges, pre-tests, and post-tests. Correlations are an effect that quantifies associations between the learner activities and other measured effects on learning, such as co-occurrences between different activities. An example is the use of Pearson correlation to find co-occurrences of an item in the user’s logs or to find a correlation between actions or recommendations to the performance of the user.

The effects that do not belong to any of the specific topics above are classified as
Others. This category consists of metrics such as serendipity, network bandwidth usage, emotion, novelty, variety, diversity, learning styles preference [de Almeida et al. 2019], and the variety of learning paths. Offline Experiments have more effects of this category by the use of simulation models, which are more flexible and less time-consuming than other methods.

Considering that Offline Experiments are fast, easy to conduct, and the most popular methodology applied in the evaluation of the algorithms, it is remarkable that all effects were measured in this methodology, as seen in Figure 3b. Hence User-centered and Effects on Learning metrics can be measured in the simulation of the recommendation process with synthetic or historical datasets. This result presents a change in ERS evaluation in the last years compared to the study of [Erdt et al. 2015], where the authors showed that Offline Experiments were only used to measure accuracy, prediction speed, learning performance, and correlations. Offline Experiments are now more concerned with presenting results with measures that consider the learned, aligned with the unique requirements of Educational Recommendation Systems evaluations.

Despite the advantages of using simulation models in Offline Experiments, they are simplistic models and some effects may not be noticed or overlooked. Therefore, there is still a need for Offline Experiment projects to evolve to the point that it is possible to accomplish evaluations with users whether in controlled environments or real tests. This is the way to find out if the results of the simulations are in by the learner’s perception and discover new effects.

5. Concluding remarks and Future works

To help other researchers in this field, this work presented a systematic mapping of the evaluation methods of ERS. 91 ERS papers of the last five years were collected and an overview of the main methodologies, subject, metrics, and trends in the evaluation of the ERS was provided. The mapping showed that the ERS evaluation has become increasingly important over the last years, having in 2018 almost 25 publications with evaluation sections. Few papers evolve to evaluate properly the effects of recommendations on user learning and satisfaction since that Offline Experiments are predominant over the years. ERS researchers still need to perform more real tests with students or teachers to a better comprehension of the value of their approaches, since the results achieved with synthetic datasets may not represent the user needs in a real scenario. On the other hand, we noticed an improvement in the Offline Experiments in some papers, where authors have combined Offline Experiments with other methods to perform better analyses of their contributions.

It was noticed an increase in the number of participants in studies using User Study and Real Life Tests methodologies, showing that there is an increase in concern about the effects on learning and user-centered effects. Due to unique ERS requirements, authors should give preference to effects on learning metrics, such as learning performance, learning motivations, and learner’s log correlations. Besides that, some popular topics in intelligent tutoring systems, such as learning styles preference or learning paths, are almost ignored in the ERS literature. Also, some important user-centered metrics as novelty, diversity, privacy, and serendipity still not being frequently measured. This shows that it is still necessary for authors to give a preference for measuring learning effects, evaluating if their systems are really increasing students learning.
This study has some limitations. Due to space limitations, it was not possible to have a detailed discussion on the ERS approaches found in this mapping. Although the characteristics of each approach influence the kind of evaluation carried out, this map tried to discuss general aspects of ERS evaluation and to present an overview of metrics and methodologies used in recent years. In addition, it is possible that relevant articles have not been indexed by Scopus. Although other repositories can be used, Scopus is one of the largest abstract and citation databases of peer-reviewed literature and has high coverage of the Computer Science literature.
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